New Felon Admissions

Histogram

Mean = 198.828312738237
Std. Dev. = 100.044299469940
N = 580

Graph

scatterplot(bivar) 
vc with NFA.

SS data final.

say

dataset]
c:\documents and settings\david\desktop\dropbox\santa clara data\sp

graph
SS data file, say [dataset] C:\documents and settings\David\Desktop\Dropbox\Santa Clara Data\SPSS data final.sav

Graph

/graph
/scatterplot(bivar) vc with nfa by type.

EXECUTE.

FILTER BY FILTER$.

FORMATS FILTER$ (F1.0).

VALUE LABELS FILTER$ 0 'Not Selected' 1 'Selected' .

VARIABLE LABELS FILTER$ 'TYPE' .

COMPUTE FILTER$ = (TYPE = 2).

USE ALL.
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